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The British national policy on social marketing

. created a significant field from the zero with a lot of mediators and experts
  . contributed to important interventions and results
. survived through a profound contextual change
  . and a great governmental and policy change
. it’s still alive and productive
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«Building theories from a case study research» (1989)
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INSTRUMENTAL
LESSONS FROM THE FIELD FOR A NATIONAL POLICY ON SOCIAL MARKETING

1. The importance of global reference frames
2. You need mediators
3. Decisions based in research
4. Articulate the 3 dimensions
5. Create proper organizations and allocate resources
6. Establish norms and standards
7. Promote learning, training and cooperation
8. Combine national and local levels
9. Promote learning demonstrations sites
10. Evaluation
11. Manage the evolution of the referential
12. Knowledge transfer
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